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PREFACE
This study presents a plan of approach to the problems
that arise in the development of a reading readiness program.
It outlines some of the factors that influence reading readi-
ness: it includes a program of procedure for dealing with
children who are deficient in some of the factors of readin8
readiness; it enumerates some of the classroom, and some of
the administrative problems that arise in planning a program
of this type; and it attempts to eradicate the age old fallacy
that a six year old child is ready for the reading process
merely because he has passed his sixth birthday.
The writer desires to acknowledge her indebtedness to
all who have aided in the preparation of this stl1dy. Apprec-
iation is expressed to Mr. C..V. Haworth, Superintendent; of
Schools, to Miss Irene Roloff, present elementary supervisor,
Miss Clara Mae Graybill" f'or-mer supervisor, and to the prin-
cipals and teachers of Kokomo with whom this problem was
discussed.
s, M. B.
Grateful aclmowledgement is extended to Dr. H. D. Worthy
and Dr. A. B. Carlile of the College of Education, Butler
University, for their kindly help, suggestions and constructive
criticisms.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF A READING READINESS PROGRAM
IN THE KOKOMO :PUBLIC SCHOOLS
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTIon
In recent years many expressions, titles, and key words,
pertaining to child life have been given a new significance
as a result of scientific investigation and research carried
on by teachers, educators, and students, who are studying
in the field of education.
Such words as "child growth", "child development",
"behavior patterns", "learning and intelligence", "reading
readiness", and "emotional and social patter'ns" are very
popular subjects for discussion in the modern educational
curriculum.
Dr. Patty Hilll in her introduction to the book !::. Con-
duct Curricultun states: "Up to the present time no period
has been so neglected as that of childhood. It has been
left to drift vii th the tide of ignorance and chance in
lAgnes Burke, A Conduct Curriculum, Cijicago: Chas.
Scribner's Sons, 1923, Introduction, p. vii.
(1)
2physical, mental and moral care. But today the situation is
changing."
This change is due to a large extent to the change in
our modern curriculum and to scientific investigation. Child
interests and needs are being carerully studied in the choos-
ing or subject matter and the building of a more rle)::ible
program.
This interest in the needs and the development of the
child has opened a new rield in primary education, that or
reading readiness, 'which is the topic of this discussion ..
statement of Problem
This study is an analysis of the development of a
reading readiness program in the Public Schools or Kokomo,
Indiana, with the following problems in mind:
1. viJhatpreparation was made by the administrators and
teachers before the program was started?
2. What f'actors inf'luenced the building of' the program?
3. What difficulties were encountered in building the
program?
4. Has the program been of any value?
Source 01' Data
The information for this analysis came from the f0110w-
ing sources:
3The bulletins, letters, cunullative cards, tests and
problems of administration came from the office of the City
Superintendent of Schools, T,~r.C. V. Haworth.
The statistics shown in the tables of promotion were
taken from records in eight of the elementary buildings of
Kokomo. They were compiled from promotion lists and cumuj.a-
tive cards.
Maber-LaL for the building of the program, standards of
attairunent and achievement came from the o:ffice o:fthe
elementary supervisorj Miss Irene Roloff. Some comments
:from the teachers and principals are included.
Educational books, and magazine articles on reading
readiness are quoted.
Need for a Reading Readiness Program
Much has been said, and much has been written about
reading readiness but many primary class room teachers are
asking "What can we really do about it?"
Such a question arose in the minds of the primary
teachers of Kokomo in the fall o:f 1936. Teachers had been
conscious of the individual differences of children entering
the first grade, and they also realized that little attention
was given these differences. All children entering the IE
grade were measured by the same yard stick (the prescribed
4course of study), and all of them were put through the same
educational process.. If'the child f'ailed to complete the
minimum amount of'woz-k in the specii'ied time, he was retained
and put through the same machine again. If the child failed
a second time, he was passed on to the next grade in order
that the school might accomodate its next entrants.
The development of'a reading readiness program was
the outgrowth of an earnest desire on the part of adminis-
trators, super-vf.sor-s , and teachers to substitute for the
above procedure, child growth, needs, and development.
Kokomo teachers wanted to learn to !mow, and respect, the
individual differences found in each child, and to try to
apply good common sense in helping each pupil overcome his
or her handicap.
The need for the change in procedure was introduced by
the elementary supervisor, Miss Clara Mae Graybill, whose
untiring efforts, guidance and resourcefulness did much to
help the teachers carryon their work and to insure the
success of the reading readiness program.
CHAPTER II
JJREPARATIon FOR THE DEVELOPTJ2NT OF' THE
READING READINES~3 PROGRAr;l
In September, 1936, the first grade teachers, under the
supervision of NIiss Clara Mae Graybill, elementary supervisor,
attempted to build a program suitable for the development of
reading readiness in first grade children.
Before the opening of school, several first grade meet-
ings were held. In these meetings such problems as a testing
program, change in book lists, teacher growth in reading
readiness facts, and the education of the parents regarding
reading readiness were discussed.
The teachers were divided into committees to investi-
gate, (1) suitable tests, (2) easy reading materials available
for pupils, (3) possible ways of educating the parents in the
change of teaching methods, (4) suitable books, magazine
articles, and any other available material on reading readi-
ness helpful to teachers.
After a careful investigation of such tests as (1)
Detroit Pirst Grade Intelligence Test, (2) Kingsbury Primary
Group Intelligence Test, (3) Otis Group Intelligence Scale:
Primary Examination, (4) Stanford Revision of the Binet-Simon
(5)
6Tests, (5) Pintner Cunningham Primary Mental Test, (6) IJetro-
politan Readiness Tests, the comrrdttee recow~ended for use
the Metropolitan Readiness 'l'estsland the Pintner Cunningham
Mental Test2• These tests were adopted and have been used
during the past five years. The teachers have been well
satisfied with both of the tests.
The teachers investigating suitable materials for use
during the first few weeks encountered difficulty in finding
work books suitable for first grade children. Most of the
Vlork books in 1936 were not based on the experiences of the
child. The pictures for color work were too small to develop
good muscular coordination. The book finally chosen was
"Before We Read" published by the Scott Foresman Company.
~_'heauthors are 'llilliamS. Gray and his associates. The
book has been carefully prepared to help build reading
readiness. The book is still used and is liked very much,
especially since its revision.
The committee working on Parent Education suggested a
number of methods for educating the parents in regar'd to the
new procedure. It was suggested that through Parent Teacher
lAppendix
2Appendix
,
7Organizations many parents could be in.formed of'the program.
SupervisoJ>s weJ>e invited to talk at these various meetings.
In many buildings Mothers' meetings were held and the prob-
lems discussed. Perhaps the best method for educating the
parents was that suggested by the aclministl"'ators. They
requested the teachers to call at the home of each pupil
and discuss the newer educational trends with the parents.
This method was adopted and time provided by the adminis-
trators for these calls.
It was decided that children should attend school
during forenoons the first week of school and the after-
noons should be spent in visiting. It is the sincere beliet'
o.f teachers and supervisors that this visitation has done
much for both teacher and parents and that many children
have been helped through a better understanding ot' neighbor-
hood and home life.
The teachers, after making their call, recorded a brief
family history3 of the home. Everything was included in this
record which might be of any help in understanding the child.
Such things as broken families, childhood diseases, serious
illness, speech or vision defects, right and left handedness,
church affiliation, library .facilities, background of exper-
iences, discipline problems, neighborhood condition, and
social privileges were recorded.
3Appendix
8At first some of the teachers were of the opinion that
the parents resented the visit and that they were slow in
welcoming them into their homes. The visitation has been
tried for five years and there seenIS to be no resentment at
this time. In fact many of the mothers prepare tea and cake
and a social time is enjoyed.
The committee, which was working on teacher growth,
prepared a bibliography on reading readiness. This biblio-
graphy listed books, articles, school bulletins and other
helpful material. Some of the most important books, such as:
Lucile Harrison1s4 book Reading Readiness, Paul McKee's5
Reading and Literature in the Elementary School, and Remedial
Reading, by Monroe and Backus6 were purchased and placed in
the school library.
If an attempt to build a reading readiness program was
to be successful, the administrators agreod that some physical
examination was necessary_ Up to 1936 no physical examina-
tion for lB entrants had ever been tried. Here again the
Parent Teacher Associations were invited to help out and
4Lucile Harrison, Reading Readiness, Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1936.
5paul McKee, Reading and Literature in Elementarx School,
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1934.
6Monroe and Backus, Remedial Reading, Boston: Houghton
Mifflin COe, 1937.
9what is known as the P. T. A. summer round up, or health
survey, was started in Kokomo. Each entrant was examined in
the presence of one of the parents and the teacher when
possible. This examination is made each year by the school
nur-ae and a staff of local doctors and the findings r-ecoz-de d
on the Health card.7
The summer health survey is held each spring. All child-
ren that are old enough to enter school the following September
or in January are invited to come for a physical examination.
The p. T. A. groups sponsor the program. They favor the
spring examination for that gives the parents all summer- to
take care of bad tonsils, teeth and other minor defects.
So much depends upon good health that its importance
can not be over-emphasized.
Lucile Harrison8 states that of all factors influen-
cing the reading process, vision and hearing are the most
vital. It is very important that these organs be normal
before a. child is taught to read. The ICeystone Telebi-
nocular is a device noV! available and can easily be Used
by the teacher or nurse for testing factors of visual
sensation. In order that speech defectives and hard of
7Appendix
8Luclle Harrison, .2£. cit., ch. II.
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hearing children might have the proper attention, clinicians
were put in chal"ge of this work. Their work and the nature
of their' pr-ogr-amswill be discussed in chapters III and V.
CHAPTER III
IMPORTANT FACTORS OF THE PROGRAI'II
In the preceding chapter several phases of the prepara-
tion needed for a reading readiness program were discussed.
This chapter will present some of the most important factors
of the program.
The development of a set program has been very slow.
The teachers have been eager. for something tangible in the
way of a progre..mbut as yet no definite program has been
adopted. The elementary supervisor, Miss Irene Roloff,
was of the opinion that tho program should be very flexible
for this group of non readers, and that the material used
successfully for one group under certain teachers would
probably not vo r-kwith others.
However, there were many things that the teachers
found helpful and shared with one another, and those are
listed in this study.
To illustrate the operation of this program each
September the children entering the first grade are given
the same instruction for the first four weeks. The first
week the children come during the forenoons; the afternoons
(11)
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are used for visitation. During the mornings, the children
are taken on trips through the building, over the playgrounds,
and much of the time is spent in acquainting the child with
his new environment. The trips furnish material for conver-
sation, drawing, and experience charts. Large pictures and
story books are discussed. Some attention is given to color
work.
The second week of school is given over entirely to the
testing program. With the aid of the supervisor and principal,
the tests are given and the results checked and recorded on
the cumulative cards.l
The next :few weeks the children all use the work book
"Before We Read." The test results, and the progress made in
these work books furnish the teacher material upon which she
can base her judgment in grouping them. All children who do
not succeed in making a score of sixty or more on the Metro-
politan test are placed in a group together and special work
is planned :for them. They are known as the Pre-Primary
group. They are not ready for formal reading. Classifications2
are r-ecor-de d on a regular form sent to the teachers from the
administrative office. The teachers record on these forms
lAppendix
2Appendix
----~============~------------~~~--------------------
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the child's mental age, his chronological age, and reasons
for the classification. These reasons include (1) lack of
emotional stability, (2) poor background of experience,
(3) physical or mental defects, (4) broken homes, (5) timidity,
(6) innnaturity, (7) low I. Q. and (8) a low reading test score.
In several of our buildings these groups are very large
<.:
and must be divided; while in other buildings the group is
small.
After the children have been divide~a special program
is provided for the pre-primary group. This program includes
activities which teachers have experimented with in their
O1Nn :rooms.'. If a number of teachers reported to the super-
visor that a certain activity or experience created interest
and attention, and produced results, this activity Vlas
included in the program. In determining the value of the
experience such items as vocabulary building, free oral dis-
cussion, muscle co-ordination, mechanical habits, rhythnlics,
interest and attention were considered by the teachers.
Bulletins from the office of the elementary supervisol',
Miss Irene Roloff,3 often suggest activities that have been
tried and found helpful in other cities, where something is
being done for non-reading groups.
3Irene Roloff, Bulletins on Reading Readiness,
Kokomo: High School Printing Office, 1939, 1940.
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Teachers may choose 'from the follovling suggested
activities. Teachers do not use all of the activities
listed, but choose those suited for her group.
I. Suggested Activities For Building Reading Readiness
A. Taking trips.
Purposes:
1. To acquaint pupils with school and neighborhood.
2. To furnish a common experience as a basis for
later discussion.
3. To encourage free oral discussion.
4. To help the child express his ideas.
5. To develop the ability to associate ideas, and
to relate happenings in sequence.
steps:
1. Planning the trip.
2. Need for making the trip.
3. Things to look for.
4. Discuss desirable behavior during 'the trip and
at the place visited.
5. Talk over and dramatize safety measures.
6. Carry out the plans.
7. Evaluate the trip on return
B. Making Plans.
1. Types of Plans.
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a. Simple every day experiences, such as
daily routine:
Things to be done today.
Sing our song.
Say our prayer.
Color our picture.
Tell stories.
Work and play quietly.
b. Larger activities.
Planning for parties.
Planning Christmas presents.
2. Steps in making plans.
a ..Discuss the need for the work.
b ..Set up rules to follow.
c. Choose good leaders or captains to help.
d. Evaluat;e the outcomes ..
C. Setting up rules.
1. Children must be made conscious of the need
for rules.
a. Situations arise daily such as:
(I) It takes so long to put on our wraps.
What can vie do about it?
(2) We were very noisy during our work
period.
How can we help each other Vlork more
quietly?
2. Discuss real situations and problems with the
children ..
a. Let children offer solutions.
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b. Criticize and evaluate the solutions.
c. Adopt certain rules.
3. The adopted rules should be kept on large charts
and referred to from time to time.
D. story Telling and the child's ability to listen.
1. Stories should be told to this group and not read.
The story should be short, have a vocabulary
within their grasp, and be full of action.
2. These children may react in various ways, such
as complete lack of interest, indifferent after
many common experiences and restless.
3. Teacher must be patient, tell many stories and
be as effective in her telling as possible.
E. Dramatization.
Children like very much to live in a world of make-
believe. It is a duty and privilege to enter this
world with them.
Stages of Development.
1. Pantomine.
a..Walk - run - skip - jump - hop.
b. Fly like a bird ..
c. Vtlalklike an old man.
d. Play you are eating - sleeping.
e. Carry a heavy bag on your shoulder, or any
activity requiring action.
2. Story Plays.
a. Play you are going fishing.
Digging worms.
Finding pole and hooks.
Walking to the creek.
Throwing in the line.
Catching the ftsh.
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b. Play you are cleaning the yard.
Choose some one to help you.
c. Play you are lost.
Talk to a policeman.
Give house number and street.
Daddy t s name, Mother t s name.
d. Play you are mother, daddy.
Develop frunily life.
e. Play you are a farmer.
Go to barn.Listen to the animals talk.
Various children may be the different
animals.
f. Play you are building a snow fort.
Build snow walls.
Make snow balls.Develop winter sports - skating, sliding.
3. Dramatization of nursery rhymes.
a. Little Jack Horner.
b. Jack Be Nimble.
c. Little Miss Th~ffet.
d. Jack and Jill.
e. Humpty Dumpty.
f. Old Mother Hubbard.
4. To develop rhytrun.4
a. Tramping - Diddle Diddle Du:titpling
Diddle diddle dmnpling
My son JohnWent to bed with his stockings on
One shoe off and one shoe on
Diddle diddle dumpling
My son John.
4Marjol'>ieGullan, Poetry for Speaking Chil~, London:
Methuen and Co., 36 Essex st. W. C., 1930.
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b. Walking - Hot Cross Buns
Hot cross buns
Hot cross buns
One a penny
Two a penny
Hot cross buns.
c. Marching - The Grand Old Duke of YOl"k
The Grand Old Duke of York,
He had ten thousand men,
He marched them up a very high hill,
And he marched them down again.
d. Skipping - Hicketty Picketty, My Black Hen
Hicketty Picketty, my black hen,
She lays eggs for gentlemen.
Sometimes nine, and sometimes ten,
Hicketty Picketty, my black hen.
e. Prancing - Bell Horses
Bell Horses! Bell Horses!
V'ihattime of day?
One 0' clock, Two ,0' clock,
Three and away.
f. Tiptoeing - Pit-Pat, Well-a-day
Pit-pat, well-a-day!
Little Robin's gone away!
Vmere can little Robin be?
He's flown into the cherry tree!
g. Clapping - Pat-a-cake, Pat-a-calre
Pat-a-cake, Pat-a-cake, baker's man,
Make me a cake as fast as you can;
Pat it and prick it and mark it with T,
Put it in the oven for Tommy and me.
h. Rocking - Hush-a-Bye, Baby
Hush-a-bye, Baby, on the treetops
VJhen the wind blows the cradle will rock,
When the bough bends the cradle will fall,
Down will come baby, cradle, and all.
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i. Brunmering - Rap-a-Tap-Tap
Rap-a-tap-tap,
Tick-a-tack-too.
This is the way
To malce a shoe.
j. A Clock Ticking - Dickory-Dickory Dock
Dickory-Dickory Dock
The mouse ran up the clock;
The clock struck one, the mouse ran dovm,
Dickory-Dickory Dock.
5. Dramatization of stories.
a. Use stories that are familiarJ) have action,
and _g_qnversation. Let children arrange
simple stage settings. Stories with animal
characters such as ~~. ~ are always
good.
b. suitable stories.
Three Bears
Billy Goat Gruff'
Little Red Hen
Henny Penny
Lambiken
Little Red Riding Hood
Three Little Pigs
6. Results growing out of dramatization.
a. It has been recommended that the education
of young children be based upon actual
experiences. Such activities call for
physical, mental and emotional experiences.
~hile engaging in work of this kind children
have opportunities to grow in initiative
~-reliance, respon3ibili~, Eersevera~ce,
cooperation, and consideratIOn of their
fellow workers.
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Training along this line develops good
speech habits. In order to be a good actor
they must speak distinctly and loud enough
to be heard. One of the greatest outcomes
is the happiness which it brings to the
children. It gives them a fine opportunity
to forget themselves, to overcome timidity,
and give play to their imagination.
F. Composing Language and Reading Charts.
1. Oral expressions and oral language experiences
must constitute a large part of the work on
this level.
2. Be sure that concepts preceding the language
situation are correct, an experience con~on to
the group should be the basis.
3. Such experiences might be:
a. An everyday class room activity, as making
a picture, plam1ing a party, playing a
game or an excursion.
b. A trip through the building.
4. Rules for chart making.
a. Charts must be brief.
b. sentences must be simple.
c. Vocabulary must be within the child's grasp.
d. Events should be in proper sequence.
e. Always use as much of the basic reading
vocabulary as possible.
f. Let children contribute freely.
g. Encourage children to read, if it ispurely memory work.
5..Help form right mechanical habits.
a. Emphasize eye span.
· ",,,,,:,;,,;,,,
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b. watch left to right eye movement.
c. Be sure child follows right line across
the page.
6. Reread these charts.
7. Value of chart b~ilding.
a. Increases the child's vocabulary.
b. Creates interest in reading.
c. Helps eye span.
d. Develops attention.
e. Develops observation.
f.Helps in the association of ideas.
g. Helps child express himself orally.
G. Association of ideas.
Purposes:
le To develop ability to associate similar and
dissimilar ideas and forms.
Types of association:
1. Picture - a particular picture recalls some
other story or picture.
2. Vlord - rhyme.
3. Toys - certain toys bring to mind other toys.
4. Associating objects of a given class.
5. Naming objects that are suggested by certain
forms, as square - box, apple - round.
6. Naming objects or acts, as
water - drink
chair - sit
pencil - write
auto - ride
22
Outcomes:
1. Increase of ideas.
2 ..Development of attention.
3. Development of observation.
H. Muscular control.
Purposes:
1. To develop self-control, considering the rights
of others by:
a. Learning to take places in line or circle
without pushing.
b. Learning to close doors and move chairs
quietly.
c. Learning to work alone.
d. Learning to observe courtesies of speech
and manner.
2. To provide opportunities for participation in
physical activities which develop habits and
skills.
a. Correct posture.
b. A sense of rhythm.
c. A sense of balance.
d. Discrimination in the use of f or-c e,
e. Discrimination in judging distance.
I. suggested Projects.
1. Too great stress cannot be laid on the value of
activities in developing interest and needs for
reading.
a. Construct a homee,
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b. Make home booklets.
Members of family, house, cars, pets,
garden and toys may be included.
c. Construct a farm.
d. Keep a flower and bird char-t ..
e. l.~akea garden.
f. Keep many pets in the room.
g. Plan parties, all kinds.
h. Plan radio programs, and assembly programs.
i. Give a reading party, using the experience
charts.
j. Prepare a picture show.
k, Pr-epar-ea puppet show ..
1. Make use of the material sent out by the
National Dairy Council.
m. Make a circus unit.
2. Desirable outcomes 1'rom activities.
a. Encourages group activity.
b. Develops desirable behavior traits.
c. Develops cooperation.
II. Bases 1'or Advancement to Next Level.
A. Ability to achieve the following:
1. To answer a question.
2. To follow a direction.
3. To concentrate on a piece of work until it is
completed.
4. To contribute to a discussion.
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5. To help compose charts.
6. To read some of the experience charts.
7. To dramatize a word - skip, run, jump.
8. To represent a character.
9. To retell a story or an experience.
10. To understand the basal vocabulary when used
orally.
B. Ability to make a satisfactory score on a Reading
Readiness test.
The Kokomo teachers have f'ound the above activities
or experiences most helpful in developing a readiness for
r'e ad Lng ,
In addition to these activities all non-readers were
given a special period of instruction each week by the
speech cllnician. These periods were spent in oral con-
versation and in trying to build up a background for the
development of good speech. The daily program included
fifteen minutes of speech development. Lessons for these
fifteen minute periods came from the outlines of the
speech clinician and wer-e in the hands of each teacher.
These lessons encouraged free discussion, suggested
materials for choral speech", and gave special 3:, ttention
to the formation of different sounds.
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The speech clinician stated that the majority of speech
defects were children using "baby talk" or infantile speech.
Other speech defectives included stuttering, stammer-Lng,
cleft palate, and faulty teeth. or peculiar mouth structure.
The need for a good speech background can not be over
emphasized, especially for this group of non-readers who
find it very hard to express themselves in an efficient way.
The hard of hearing clinician outlined work for her
groups, and the teachers followed her instructions. She
met with the children once each week. She contacted the
parents and explained to them how they could be of help to
their children by encouraging them to use the lip reading
method at home.
CHAPTER IV
PROBLEMS ARISING IN .A DEVELOPMENT PROGHAM
The previous chapter gave a detailed description of the
reading readiness development program used in the Kokomo
school system. It is the purpose of this chapter to consider
some of the problems that are encountered in building a
program for developing reading readiness.
The postponement of reading for those who are immature
mentally is a very difficult procedure fronl the standpoint
of administration, because the children who have low intel-
ligence quite consistently have parents who are intellectually
unable to understand the justice of such a procedure.l These
parents believe, quite often, that their children are lilljustly
denied the privilege and right of beginning the reading process
at the age of six as established by tradition and school laws.
They believe that their children are being discriTIlinatedagainst
without reason.
This idea has been changed in Kokomo through a system-
atic educational program. VJhen it was definitely known
lLucile Harrison, ££. cit., Chapter II.
(26)
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that a child was to be placed in the pre-primary group,
the teacher visited or telephoned the home and explained as
tactfully as possibly why the classification was made, and
solicited the aid of the parents in helping the child. An
invitation was extended for the mother to come and visit the
pre-primary groups and observe th8ir work. If there was still
a question, the parent was asked to consult the elementary
supervisor for helpful suggestions; or good books were
available for parents to read. T:b.esebooks were recommended
by the principal, teacher, or supervisor.
Jennie Rovmtree2 states that the goal for every child
is his greatest happiness, and to keep the child happy the
parents must be kept in good humo r , and well informed l~egard-
ing their child. The teacher must encourage the parents and
give them confidence in their ability to handle their child.0
It vias decided in Kokomo that all parents of pre-primary
children should be notified by a series of letters4 at the
end of each six week period regarding their child's progress.
Another administrative problem was that of'the fee.
Parents were reluctant to pay a fee to the teacher:
2Jennie Rovmtree, liThe Teacher as a Coordinator, II
Childhood 3ducation, (September, 1936).
3Ibid•
4Copies of bhe se letters are found in the Appendix.
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they preferred to buy their own material, and they liked to
pUI'chase all the books at one time. This was impossible since
the children differ and no two groups use the same material
at the same time. A record system5 was devised whereby the
parents might come to school and check over the list of
materials bought for the child, with the teacher. This
system did not solve all the difficulty for often the parents
neglected to pay and the child got behind in his work, or the
teachers paid for the book, hoping the parents would pay later.
They failed to do so.
Another problem was the over'crowded conditions found
in many of the first grade rooms. With as many as for>t;y-
five childI'en to be taken care of by one teacheI' it was
impossible to have as many groupings as should have been
made. Parents often complained that th080 ready to read
were being sacrificed for those not ready to read. This
problem can be solved to some extent where there are kin-
dergartens in connection with the school, but it will remain
a problem in school systems where the teaching load is heavy.
The inability of teachers to adjust themselves to this
new procedure presented another problem. Teachers who had
been accustomed to strict discipline found it very hard to
allow certain rights to these immature children. Some of
5Appendix
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the teachers were of the opinion that they were incapable of
trying to teach reading to some groups while other groups were
playing with toys, or building a project. In some instances
the teachers asked to be moved to a higher grade, believing
that they could not do justice to a program of this type.
Most of the teachers, however, li.ked the procedure very much
and have become adjusted to it ..
The matter of hours that these children should attend
school was debated. Some teachers thought they should
follow the regular routine from 8:30-11:50 A. M. and from
1:00-3:20 P. M. Other teachers disagreed with this, arguing
that play and sunshine would do 1"1orefor the child than long
school hours. The time was finally set from 8:30-11:20 A. M.
and rrom 1:00-3:20 P. M. This decision was reached after a
survey of school hours VIaS made and tabulated f'r-oma number
of leading cities in Indiana, Ohio, and Illinois and it was
round that most of these cities dismissed their first grade
children early.
The materials needed for a development program was
another item f'or- consideration. 'Nhere was the morny to come
rrom to build first grade eqUipment for work of this type?
The school administration furnished the testing equipment,
but the room teacher had to rind her materials as best she
could. Some one has said, "Necessity is the mother of
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invention," and this extra load on the teacher may have been
a blessing in disguise; for lmnber yards gave their scraps
for block building; printing offices offered their bright
scraps of coloI'ed papers; and parents searched their attics
foI' discarded toys. Most of the first grade school rooms
in Kokomo are well equipped for this new type program.
There were a number of other minoI' problems; some were
solved, others remain unsolved. The progress made in Kokomo
has been slow, but it is the opinion of both parents and
teachers that the step taken was in the right direction.
Parents often call at the building and express their
appreciation of the new type program, and state that their
children are eager to be in school every day.
CHAPTER V
VALUES OF THE PROGRAM
Problems arising from the development of a reading
readiness program were discussed in the preceding chapter.
This chapter will show the values that have been gained in
changing from the old type program to the new.
Before stating the values of the program, perhaps it
would be wise to list some of the reasons why chlLdr-en fail
and show how the program has helped to remedy these handi-
caps ..
Each school year in the United. statesl over two million
six year old children enter school for the first time. They
want to learn to read. They want to be able to interpret
those furu~y, little marks on the newspapers and in their
story books. Many of these children soon realize this arnbi-
tlon, but hundreds of them at the end of the year experience
their first bitter taste of failure. They are ridiculed by
their playmates and commented about in very unpleasant terms
by their parents, and older brothers and sisters.
1Albert Harris, ~ to Increase Readin~ Ability,
NeVI York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1940, Ch. I.
(31)
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V:Jhydo these children fail? Thel"e have been many
explanations of failures given by such educators as Albert
Harris2, Edward Dolch3, Lucile Harrison4, and Marion Monroe5•
They state that no one reason can be given for failures, but
the causes are many, and include poor health, poor vision,
defective hearing, lack of muscle coordination, inunaturity,
broken homes, poor background of experiences, antagonism to
school, proud of being a non-reader, lack of emotional sta-
bility, unfavorable social behavior, education and intelli-
gence of parents, size of family, opportunity for travel,
library facilities, lack of cooperation of the home with
the school, and poor instruction.
It is agreed by these same educators that a capable,
understanding, and sympathetic teacher Ls the chief factor
in correcting any personal difficulty. Such a teacher will
sense the child's problem, and will strive to make the child
feel perfectly free in discussing his or her problems with
her.
2Ibid•
3Edward Dolch, A Manual for Remedial Reading, Champaign,Ill.: The Garrard Press, 1939;-ch. II.
4Lueile Harrison, Reading Readiness, Boston: HoughtonMifflin Co., 1936, eh. II.
5Marion Monroe, Children Il.lhoCannot Read, Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1932-38, ch.V:-
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The administrators and supervisors of Kokomo believe that
an honest attempt has been made to include in their program
a remedy for as many as possible of the above conditions.
By sending the teacher's into the homes a better and more
sympathetic understanding of each child was expected to be
developed. The teacher had an opportunity to see the child
in his home and also in his comnlunity. This understanding
was intended to build a liking for school, a desire to learn
to read, stabilize emotions, set up good social standards
and behavior patterns.
ll~e smmner health survey and visits fronl the nurse are
in the interest of the child's health. The health survey
through Parent Teacher Associations provided for the removal
of tonsils, the purchasing of glasses, and the care of POOl'"
teeth for all indigent children. The speech and the hard of
hearing clinicians provided for speech and hearing defects.
Aftep these clinicians made their examinations, notices were
sent to the parents regarding their findings. These children
wepe given special instruction and f'oLLow up notes wer-e sent
to the parents from time to time regarding their progress.
The program of' the Health Department provided for the develop-
ment of coordination of muscles by the use of balance rails,
balls, jml~ing ropes and other playground apparatus.
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The question has been asked many times 'whether or not
the program has had any influence on the number of failures
in reading in grades 2, 3, and 4. The Tables show a decrease
in the number of failures in all grades except the lA grade.
These Tables Vlere compiled from statistics gathered
from eight elementary buildings. The buildings chosen were
those where complete records were kept and were available.
The information came from promotion lists and cumulative
cards.
The Tables cover a period of eight years from 1932 to
1940 inclusive. The first four years from 1932 to 1936 show
the number of failures in grades 1, 2, 3, and 4 before the
reading readiness program VIas started, and those from 1936
to 1940, or Tables 5,. 6, ;7, and 8 will show the failures
after the program for pre-primary work was adopted.
Tho children inclUded in the study were only those
subjected to the pre-primary program.
Failures in arithmetic were not included. Those
fail±ng in language and social stUdies were included since in
almost every case they also failed in reading, or were marked
very low in reading.
The per cent of 1'ailures vms computed on the basis of
failures divided by the total enrollment minus the specials.
The specials wer-e not included in the percentage of failures
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since they were working at different grade levels and their
promotions occurred at various times throughout the year. The
pupils marked "f'ailed but promoted" were those having very
low I. Q..'s, and were passed on to the next grade because of
their age, and to keep them from being social as 'well as
mental misi'its.
The Tables are given to show trends in the decrease of
failures and no claim is made that all of the decrease was
due to the reading readiness program.
Table 1 may be read as f'oLkows ; the class of IE pupils
entering in September, 1932, and promoted in January, 1933,
had an enrollment of 355 pupils, of this nrunber 309 were
promoted to the lA grade, 46 pupils or 12.95 per cent failed
to make their promotion; there were no children Iffailed but
promoted" and no "pupils doing special work."
The total per cent of failures for the four years before
the reading readiness program as shown in the totals Vias
13.34 per cent. The per cent of failures after the adoption
of the program was 1.99 per cent for the four years. This
shows a decrease in the number of IE failures of 11.35 per
cent. However, this decrease must be interpreted with this
point in mind: in addition to the 1407 IE pupils entering
from September, 1937, to June, 1937, there were 584 pre-
primary children entered during this s~Jneperiod of time
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who were segregated and placed in non-reading groups. Table
10 illustrates this statement.
The per cent o:f:failures :for the pre-primary group for
the :four years after the reading readiness program was 7.36
per cent. This data is shovm in Table 10.
TABLE 1
RECORD OF IB PUPILS FROI'!!SEPTEI'lIBER1932 TO JUNE 1940, SHOWING READING
PROGRESS BEFORE AND AFTER ADOPTION OF READING READINESS PHOGRAlE
Be:fore the Reading Readiness Program
Promotion 'Number Number-
Time Enrolled Promoted Pupils
Jan. 1933
June 1933
Jan. 1934
June 1934
Jan. 1935
June 1935
Jan. 1936
June 1936
355
145
336
1?2
296
134
347
123
309
128
291
146
253
112
298
102
Fai1~~~UPi1S Failed Pupils Doing
But Promoted Special Vjork
.21
No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent
46
16
45
25
42
18
43
19
.68
12.95
11.04
7.46
14.53
14.19
13.84
12.39
15.45
1
1
1
6
2
.58
.34
4 2.98
1.73
1.63Totals 1908 1639 254 13.34 11 .57 4
After the Reading Readiness Program
Jan. 1937 256 243 9 3.52 4 1.56June 1937 105 103 2 ,1.90Jan. 1938 220 217 3 1.36June 1938 146 141 5 3.42Jan. 1939 207 201 6 2.89June 1939 143 141 2 1.39Jan. 1940 198 192 1 .50June 1940 137 137 0 .00Totals 1407 1375 28 1.99 """""4"- .2§___ _.
~:-Pupils having low I. Q.' s promoted :for social adjustment.
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Table 2 is read in the same manner as Table 1. It reveals
a higher percentage of lA pupils failing after the reading
readiness program began, than before its adoption. During
the four years before the program was adopted only 6.99 per
cent failed, after its adoption 10.15 per cent of the class
failed. This condition may have been caused by several factors.
In one instance 24 pupils failed in the same class. The prin-
cipal stated that this was not entirely the pupils fault, but
rather it wa s caused by the illness of the t.eachee , The
pupils had a number of substitute teachers duping the year.
Another factor that may have influenced this condition was
the unwillingness of the lA teachers to accept the challenge
or the new program and prepare suitable worI::for the child-
ren that had started in pre-primary groups.
The semesters from June, 1939, to June, 1940, show a
trend toward the reduction of failures.
The decrease in the column "pupils failed but promoted"
and the increase in the column of "pupils doing special VI or-k"
may indicate that some effort was being made to help those
children with low mentality.
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Tll.BLE 2
RECORD OF Ill. PUPILS FROM SEprrET,~BER 1932 TO JUUE 1940, SHOVlING HEADING
PROGRESS BEll'ORE AND AFTEH ADOPTIon OF HEADING READINL~SS PHOGRAM
Before the Reading Readiness Program
- . --- -Promotion Number Number Pupils Failed Pupils Failed Pupils DoingTime Enrolled Promoted But Ppomoted Sp_8cial Vlork-- No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent-
Jan. 1933 158 139 17 10.75 2 1.27
June 1933 295 274 18 6.10 3 1.02Jan. 1934 140 118 21 15.00 1 .74June 1934 314 296 15 4.77 3 .95Jan. 1935 140 126 12 8.57 2 1.43June 1935 278 262 13 4.69 2 .72 1 .36Jan. 1936 123 115 8 6.50June 1936 292 282 10 3.42Jan. 1937 106 90 15 14.15 1 .94
--._.1!otals 1846 1702 129 _§__.99 14 .76 1 ___.,!_.05
After the Reading Readiness Program
June 1937 252 215 37 14.68Jan. 1938 109 93 13 12.03 2 1.83 1 .92June 1938 232 209 21 9.13 2 .86Jan. 1939 158 138 18 11.30 1 .63 1 .63June 1939 241 220 20 8.33 1 .42Jan. 1940 159 142 15 9.49 1 .63 1 .63_June 1940 196 181 12 6.15 2 1.02 1 .51-- Totals 1347 1198 136 10.15 6 .45 7 .52-_,__,
Table 3 shows a decrease in the number of 2B pupils failing.
The percentage of failures before the program was 9.03 per cent,
after the adoption of' the program the percentage of failures
was 7.00 per cent. The decrease in the number of'i'ailures was
2.03 per cent.
~le Table also reveals a decrease in the nunmer of
"PUpil~ fa·rled btl~ ~ u promoted' and a decrease in the number of
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"pupils doing special work. II This reduction in the number of
pupils who were doing special vror-k could no t be accounted for,
either by the teacher, or the supervisors. This decrease in
"pupils doing special wor-k" does not occur in any of the other
grades ..
TABLE 3
RECORD OF 2B PUPILS FROM SEPTETffiEH1932 TO JUNE 1940, SHOVlING READING
PROGRESS BEFORE AND AFTER ADOPTION OF'READING READINESS PROGRAM
Before the Reading Reaiiness Program
- --Promotion Number Number Pupils Failed Pupils Failed Pupils DoingTime Enrolled Promoted But Promoted S_])_ecialWork
No. Per Cent :No. Per Cent No. Per Cent
Jan. 1933 265 225 28 10.98 2 .75 10 3.77June 1933 157 139 12 7.79 3 1.91 3 1.91Jan. 1934 304 272 25 8.22 3 .98 4 1.32June 1934 159 126 15 10.14 7 4.40 11 6.91Jan. 1935 318 286 23 7.37 3 .94 6 1.88June 1935 147 122 17 11.81 5 3.40 3 2.04Jan. 1936 266 238 17 6.65 3 1.12 8 3.00June 1936 137 118 14 10.45 2 1.45 3 2.18Jan. 1937 308 283 23 7.52 2 .65
a June 1937 119 97 18 15.52 1 .84 3 ,2.52- Totals 2180 1906 192 9 ..::>3 29 1.33 53 2.43
After the Reading Readiness Program
Jan. 1938 232 209 22 9.52 1 .43June 1938 134 120 12 9.D9 2 1.49Jan. 1939 236 222 11 4.71 1 .43 2 .85June 1939 139 130 9 6.g,7Jan. 1940 236 218 14 5.93 2 .85 2 .85June 1940 150 134 10 6.94 6 4.00Totals 1127 1033 ,'78 7.00 3 .27 13 1.15
Tables 4 and 5 both show a decrease in the nmnber of
failures after the reading program was adopted, but the
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decrease was smaller in grades 2A and 3B than in any of the
other grades. In Table 4 the decrease of failures was only
1.64 per cent for 2A pupils and in Table 5 the decrease of
failures for 3B pupils was 1.66 per cent.
Both tables ShOVl a decrease in the number of "pupils
failed but promoted" and an increase in the number of "pupils
doing special work". However, Table 5 shows a larger number
of "pupils f'ailed but promoted" in grade 3B af'ter the program
was adopted than VIas found i::1any of the other grades after
the reading program began.
TABLE 4
RECORD OF 2A PUPILS FROM SEPTEIllBER1932 TO JUNE 1940, SHOVIING READING
PROGHESS BElj10REAND APTER ADOPTION OF READING READINESS PROGRA1,1
Before the Readi::1gReadiness Program- - -Promotion - -Number Number Pupils Failed Pupils Failed Pupils DoingTime Enrolled Promoted But Promoted Special 'Nork
No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent---_ --Jan. 1933 171 137 19 11.17 14 8.18 1 .58June 1933 268 251 10 3.75 5 1.86 2 .75Jan. 1934 183 159 18 9.83 6 3.27June 1934 291 268 18 6.27 1 .34 4 1.36Jan. 1935 187 171 14 7.56 2 1.07June 1935 309 289 14 4.57 3 .97 3 ,,97Jan. 1936 153 143 7 4.61 2 1.30 1 .65June 1936 273 253 14 5.19 3 1.09 3 1.09Jan. 1937 134 105 21 16.53 1 .75 7 5.25-Iurie 1937 298 262 17 5.88 10 3.36 9 3.02Jan. 1938 144 129 7 4.26 5 3.47 3 2..08Totals 2411 2167 159 6.69 50 2.07 35 1.45
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TABLE 4 (continued)
After the Reading Readiness Program
- --r------ Pupils DoingPromotion Number Number Pupils Failed Pupils FailedTime Enrolled Promoted But Promoted Special Work-No. Per Cent No. Per Cent No. Per Cent
June 1938 208 200 7 3.37 1 .48Jan. 1939 127 117 9 7.14 1 .79June 1939 226 215 7 3.13 2 .88 2 .88Jan. 1940 131 114 8 6.50 1 .76 8 6.08_June 1940 234 210 15 6.52 5 2.14 4 1.70-- Totals 926 856 46. 5.05 8 .87 16 1..?2__
TABLE V
RECORD OF 3B PUPILS FROM SEP11EMBER 1932 TO JUNE 1940, SHOVJING READING
PROGRESS BEFORE AND AFTER ADOPTIOn OF READING READINESS PROGRAM
Before the Reading Readiness Program
-Promotion number Number Pupils Failed Pupils Failed Pupils DoingTime Enrolled Promoted But Promoted Special WOl"'k... No , ipel'"Cent No • Per Cent No. Per CentJan. 1933 316 284 18 i 5.77 10 3.16 4 1.27June 1933 160 139 16 10.00 5 3.12Jan. 1934 287 251 29 10.32 1 .35 6 2.10June 1934 176 159 10 5.68 7 ;;>.97Jan. 1935 286 256 16 5.69 9 3.15 5 1.74June 1935 157 139 11 7.05 6 3.84 1 .64Jan. 1936 320 295 14 4.39 10 3.20 1 .31June 1936 151 131 11 7.38 7 4.63 2 1.20Jan. 1937 252 221 20 8.16 4 1.58 7 2..77June 1937 132 III 11 5.43 7 5.30 3 2.27Jan. 1938 297 266 19 3.06 9 3.03 3 1.01_June 1938 124 III 8 10.83 'I .81 4 3.24Totals 2658 -2363 183 6.98 76 2.85 36 1.35
Af'ter the Reading Readiness Program
Jan. 1939 222 215
19 I
2.26 1 .45 1 .45June 1939 121 106 8.47 2 1.65 3 2.47Jan. 1940 239 207 I 5.02It"> I 5.28 8 3.35 12IJIJune 1940 144 111 1~+__7_._74__r-' 8 5.55 15 10.±L_Totals 726 639 37 5.32 19 2.62 31 4..27_
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In Tables 6, 7, and 8 the length of time, after the
adoption of the program, was very short in each of the grades.
However, each grade ShOV1S a decrease in the number of pupils
failing after the reading readiness program was adopted.
The progress of the 3A pupils shown in Table 6 reveals
a total percentage of failures of 4.94 per cent before the
program, and 1.88 per cent after the program. This is a
TABLE 6
RECORD OF 3A PUPILS FROM SEPTEMBER 1932 TO JUNE 1940, SHOVv'INGREADING
PROGRESS BEFORE AND AFTER ADOPTION OF READING READINESS PROGRAM
Before the Reading Readiness Progrrun
-Promotion Number Number Pupils Failed Pupi1s_ Failed Pupils DoingTime Enrolled Promoted But Promoted Special Work
No. Per Cent -No. Per Cent No. Per Cent
Jan. 1933 136 126 8 5.88 2 1.47June 1933 294 280 8 2.14- 4 1.36 2 .68Jan. 1934 174 160 10 5.74 4 2.29June 1934 295 275 12 4.11 5 1.69 3 1.02Jan. 1935 170 149 9 5.36 10 5.88 2 1.18June 1935 320 304 11 3.45 4 1.24 1 .31Jan. 1936 144 116 1~~ 9.29 11 7.63 4 2.77June 1936 315 279 27 8.68 5 1.59 4 1.27Jan. 1937 158 145 11 7.05 2 1.27June 1937 231 209 8 3.50 12 5.11 2 .65Jan. 1938 133 119 7 5.34 5 3.76 2 1.50June 1938 28'"1 273 6 2.11 5 1.74 3 1.05Jan. 1939 121 111 6 5.08 1 .83 3 2.49Totals 2778 2546 136 4.94 68 2.45 28 1.01-
After the Reading Readiness Program
June 1939 213 208 4 1.88 1 .47Jan. 1940 115 III 1 .86 3 2.61June 1940 211 201 5 2.43 5 2.36Totals 539 520 10 1 ..88 3 .56 6 1.12
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decrease of 3.06 per cent in the number of pupils failing
after the adoption of the program.
The 4B pupils shovm in Table 7 show a decrease of 2.62
per cent in the number of those failing before and after
adoption of the program.
In Table 8 the 4A pupils show a decrease of 2.63 per
cent of pupils failing after the adoption of the reading
readiness program.
TABLE 7
RECORD OF 4B PUPILS FROl.I SEPTEMBER 1932 TO JUNE 1940, SHO'iiDm READING
PROGRESS BEFORE AND AFTER ADOPTION OF READDICT READIN1!:SSPROGRATII
Before the Reading Readiness Program-
Promotion Number- Number- Pupils Failed Pupils Failed Pupils Doing- Time Enrolled Promoted But Promoted Special Work- Ho. Per Cent Ho. Per Cent No. Per CentJan. 1933 305 281 17 5.59 6 1.98 1 .33June 1933 148 126 20 13.51 2 1.35Jan. 1934 321 299 16 5.00 5 1.55 1 .31June 1934 152 135 7 4.64 9 5.94 1 .66Jan. 1935 276 234 19 7.22 10 3.62 13 4.71June 1935 175 149 12 6.89 13 7.43 1 .57Jan. 1936 308 272 25 8.20 8 2.59 3 .97June 1936 159 137 5 3.19 15 9.43 2 1.26Jan. 1937 277 250 18 6.64 3 1.08 6 2.16June 1937 163 140 16 10.12 2 1.23 5 3.07Jan. 1938 274 252 12 4.37 10 3.65June 1938 136 124 4 3.03 4 2.94 4 2.94Jan. 1939 296 280 10 3.41 4 1.36 2 ,..68June 1939 122 105 9 8.03 1 .82 7 5.74Totals 3112 2784 190 6.20 92 2.96 46 1.48
After the Reading Readiness Program- ----- -Jan. 1940 213 203 7 3.32 1 .4'7 2June 1940 124 114 5 t--!!17 1 .81 4Totals 337 ----- --- -- 317 12 3.58 2 .59 6
.94
3.24----1.77--
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Table s 6, 7, and 8 each ShOVl a decrease in the columns
mgrked "pupils failed but promotedl1 and an increase in the
numbez- of "pupils doing special work."
TABLE 8
REGORD OF 4A PUPILS FH01':ISEPTEI!TI3ER1932 ro J1J.NE 1940, SHOWING READI1m
PROGRESS BEFOHE IJJDAFTER ADOPTION OF HEADING READINESS PROGRA1:I
Before the Reading Hendiness Program
-Promotion number Humber Pupils Failed Pupils Failed Pupils DoingTime Enr-o LLed Promoted But Promoted Special Work
No. Per Cent lIo. Per Cent No. Pel"Cent
Jan. 1933 157 140 11 7.14 3 1.91 3 1.91June 1933 303 275 26 8.58 2 .66Jan. 1934 169 151 15 8 ..92 2 1~18 1 .59June 1934 308 290 5 1.62 13 4.22Jan. 1935 153 131 11 7.28 9 5.88 2 1.31June 1935 262 238 11 4.19 13 4.96Jan. 1936 176 158 7 4 ..05 8 4.54 3 1.70June 1936 285 272 7 2..46 6 2.11Jan. 1937 171 155 8 4.73 6 3.51 2 1.17June 1937 251 230 10 4.05 7 2.78 4 1.55Jan. 1938 151 140 3 2.07 7 4.63 1 .66June 1938 255 244 10 3.91 1 3.92Jan. 1939 132 113 4 3..05 4 2.27 11 8.33June 1939 269 245 8 3.10 5 1..86 11 4.08Jan. 1940 114 110 3 2.65 1 .87- Totals 3156 2892 139 4.46 86 2_.41 39 1.24
After the Reading Readiness Program
June 1940 223 216 4 1.81 3 1.35Totals 223 216 4 1.81 3 1.35
Table 9 Vias compiled from data recorded in Tables 1 to 8
inclusive.. The total per cent of 1'ailures 1'01"each grade
be1'ore and a1'ter the adoption of' the program is shovm. All
grades except the lA grade show a decrease in the per cent
of children failing after the adoption of the reading readiness
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program. The increase in the number of failures in the 1A
grade was probably caused by the illness of one teacher, and
by the inability of some of the teachers of this grade to
adjust themselves to the new type program.
The results shovm in Table 9 are tentative. It is too
early to predict what improvement may be made with more years
of experience. Administrators and supel'visol"Sbelieve that
the future use of the new method will show an increasing
efficiency as the teachers become better acquainted with the
program.
TABLE 9
COMPARISON OF READING FAILURES EXPRESSED IN PER CENT SHOWING TIm GAIN
OR LOSS BEFOHE AND AFTER THE ADOPTION 'OF THE READING READnmSS PHOGRAM
-110tal PerCent of Failures ""TotalPer Cent of Failures PercentageGrade .Before Reading Readiness After Reading Readiness Gain -ProBrrum from 1932 to 1936 Pr<2_gramfrom 1937 to 1940 Loss -1B 13.34 1.99 t- 11.35lA 6.99 10.15 - 3.262B 9.03 7.00 ... 2.032.A 6.69 5.05 ... 1.643B 6.98 5.32 + 1.663.A 4.94 1.88 + 3.064B 6.20 3.58 + 2.624.A 4.46 1.81 ... 2.65-
Table 10 records the progress of the pre-primary groups
during the four years after the adoption of the reading readi-
ness program. The IVletropo1itan reading readiness scores of
these children, and the opinions of the teachers indicated they
were not ready for formal reading work. These children
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continued in the pre-primary group until they were ready for
formal reading. Some of these children were ready for reading
at the end of the first seven or eight weeks. Others were not
ready until much later. As soon as the child was ready to
read, he was advanced to the IB grade. These children were
never hurried, never spoken of as failures, and they remained
with the same teacher throughout the year.
RECOHD OF THE PRE-PRIMARY PUPILS FHOM JANUARY 1937 TO JUNE 1940, SHOWING
READING PROGRESS AFTER ADOPTION OF READING READINESS PROGRAM
Promotion Time Number Enrolled Number Promoted Pupils Continuing- P_re-primary-
No. Per Cent-Jan. 1937 82 74 18 9.07June 1937 54 52 2 3.70Jan. 1938 116 104 10 8.62June 1938 59 54 5 8.47Jan. 1939 86 79 7 8.13June 1939 50 47 3 6.00Jan. 1940 101 94 7 6.93June 1940 36 35 1 2.77Totals 584 541 43 7.36
Vlhether or not the reading readiness program has accounted
for part or all of the decrease in failures is not known ,
However, one fact is certain, parents, teachers, and principals
believe that first grade boys and girls were much happier in
their work under the new program than they were under the old
program. Normal and above normal children \'le1"0permitted to
progress at their own rates of speed, and were not held back
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because of the weaker pupils. This was also true of the
pre-primary group. Sometimes their progress was very slow,
but the wor-k was on their grade level, and they seemed to
be happy in their accomplislur.ents. They were promoted to
the lB grade when they wer-e ready for fOl'>malreading work.
Iilr. C. V. Haworth, Superintendent of Kokomo Public
Schools, has r-ecerrt Ly said, "I have had no complaints from
either teachers or parents for the past two years concerning
our Pre-I'rimary Program. II
The program has been in effect for five years. Each
year apparently brings a bettel'> understanding of the Pl'>O-
gram for teachers, parents, and administrators as they work
together to bring about an equal educational opportunity
for every child.
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS A}TD rmCONNENDATIONS
Conclusions--In the beginning of this study four
questions were stated in the problem concerning the develop-
ment of a re~ding re~diness program. These questions and the
conclusion on each one ape shown below:
I. Vihat preparation was made by the teachers and administrators
before the program was started?
Teachers' Preparation
1. Selection of suitable standardized testing material.
2. Selection of easy r-eadLrig and WOI'k book ma ter'ials.
3.•EdUcating the par-errts in r-egar-d to reading I'eadinessprogram.
4. A thorough understanding of reading readiness facts.
Adnrinistrators' Preparation
1. Arranging for the physical examination of every childentering the first grade.
2. Providing clinicians of speech and hard of hearing.
3. Aiding the teachers in educating the parents inreading readiness facts.
II. Vlhat factors influenced the building of the program?
1. Results of standardized tests.
2. Classification of pupils.
3 .. Eome visitation.
(48)
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4. Children's interests and experiences.
5. Bases for advancement to next grade level.
III. "Vhat difficulties wer-e encountered in the building of theprogram?
1. Lack of teachers trained for this type of work.
2. Educating the parents.
3. Purchasing suitable material for the child at theproper time.
4. Length of the school day.
5. Room equipment.
6. Crowded school room conditions.
IV. Has the program been of value?
1. Principals, teache1"s, and supervisors report children
appear to be happier working under the new program.
2. Tables show an actual decrease in the percentage of
failures of pupils, after the adoption of program, inall grades except the lA grade.
3. Tables show a decrease in the ntunber of "pupils failed
but promoted" and an increase in the number of "pupilsdoing special wor-k ;"
Recomrnendations--With the findings of this study in mind,
the recommendation is made that definite recognition be given
the development of reading readiness in children of the first
grade, and that formal reading be deferred until the child is
ready to read.
.__ .....-_.-_ .... ----_-
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PREPRIlJiARY CLASSIFIOATION
semester 19 _
?~ACH~R. _ SCEOOL DATE._-------
TO be filled, out at the close
of the first six weeks including
aj.l children.
NAlvm: M. A. Reason for Classification
~, --- ..
Dear Parent:
Your child has been in 8chool six
'Heeks and we l;ave,been ,_,h~lpinghim ~to.becomea~ju8ted to llfe ~n th~ ccnool env~ronffient.
It is our constant d~slre that ~our child be
happy and contented lD all of hlS school ex-
pel'iences.
Some children need months of the
kinder:!'arten type of activi~y, informal~
natural and free, before tney arc ready to
r02d. Authorities tell us ~hat"preprimary
chilcJron should not be hllrrled 1n their school
p:t>ogrs8s, for fear thuy may feel dri VGn to
thlngs which they cannot do successfully.
, Reading ac~ i~i tLe ~ ~emand t1a t.ur tty
of ey~, hand and mlnQo I~ ~s best for the
,-..1]..; 1 ~" ," .._ nt 1" 1 1:' ,;, Y'e .,C nc satv~ -,-_Cl "G 0 w al u U - ~C;; -' c,· ~ C 8 age of
growth where he can profit by reading ex-
porienC8Sg -
We feel t~2t your child has not auite
re"cb""" +""c tiF.e,',;lino'~'t-'O"e"nna~' .cc _vel uLlu • c,,-,_·· t: "-' c't_:) u. so I',;e are con-
tin~in~ to give him pr~prirnary activities until
ho 18 ready to read. fle shall be glad to talk
?srsonally with you about your child1s Drogr~:R
If you w i ah, - OJ ,,'-'
Cor dLaL'Ly yours,
l
De.te__ ------
Dear P taren ,
Your child has been in school one sem~s-
ter, and we have been helping him to become ad-
justed to the school and its various activities.
We have not tried to hurry your child,
believing that a stimulating, h~ppy environment
under the t.e acher'I s guidance wcu'Ld br ing about
spontaneous growth and progress. .
Your child has progressed very slowly.
Wo feel he still neGds more prcprimnry e~periences
as he lacks sufficient self-confidence and maturity
to attempt rORding activities nt present.
In view of these needs, we shall continue
to give your child many types of preprimRry activi-
ties this next semester until such time'fishe is
ready to begin to rea~. His growth and happiness
are our first concern. :
We shall be glad to talk personaliy with
you about your child's progress at any time.
Cordially yours,
--------.~--~~---------Teacher
Principal
GJ
DATE __-----------------
Deru- Par-en t ,
Your child has been in school one sem7
ester and we have been helping him to bocome ad-
justed to the school and its various activities.
We have not tried to hurry yo~r child,
believing that a stimulating, hStPPY environment
uncleI'the teacher's guidance would bring about
spontaneous growth and progress.
Your child has progressed steadily.
He now rias sufficient self-confidence with a
background. of eXPf?rionce, and the necessary
maturity of eye, hand, and mind to begin to
read successfully.
Therefore, we are promoting him to
tho IE grade this next semester, happy in the
assurance he will be able to do tho work thero.
Cordially your s,
Principal
GJ
.\ t
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